
H.E. Prime Minister of Aruba
Mrs. E. Wever-Croes
L.G. Smith Boulevard 76
Oranjestad
Aruba

Oranjestad, December 141h, 2018

Re: Decision to remove BBO/BAZV/BAVP from receipts

Excellency,

Recently the undersigned, representing the private/commercial sector of Aruba, were informed
of the intentions of government to remove the separate calculation of the BBO/BAZV/BAVP (or
one or more) amount on the sales receipt. This implies also that the labeled prices should
include the tax cost of BBO/BAZV/BAVP.

Any decisions of this impact in an environment of good governance and democratic society
should be extensively studied, discussed and when decisions are taken it should be in
consultation with stakeholders that are directly and indirectly impacted by these changes.

ln the light of this, we would like to exercise our duty to bring awareness to the government of
Aruba about the severe cost and logistical implications of a decision to include the current total
of 6% BBOIBAZVIBAVP or one of these taxes in the product prices on shelves, menus,
pricelists etc.

From the perspective of business on Aruba, there are several reasons to strongly advice against
this decision:. Companies already rely on custom-made or market-ready point of sale administration

software, which calculates and accounts for the taxes separately. This facilitates payments
to the government of these taxes. This software can easily be adjusted for new tax rates,
across the board for all items. When the government changes the tax rate, the new rates
can þe easily adjusted in the system;. These POS systems can also handle a variety of tax rates for a range of products and
services, and easily produce repods for compliance;. There are more than a million items on shelves of large, medium and small retailers all over
the island that will have to be adjusted manually: first, by adjusting all prices manually in the
computer systems, then printing the new price list for review and then manually selecting the
right products on the shelves to be changed, removing the stickers, printing the labels and
attaching with a new sticker. This will come at a very high cost in personnel expenses
(overtime). This will also take many months and cause a costly business interruption.. Business on Aruba competes with both online as well as brick and modar shops/suppliers in
surrounding countries (including U.S.A.), who often have a lower ticket price and do show

. the taxes separately on the sales invoice,. This decision causes a higher shelf price, which will scare off consumers, resulting in
reduced revenue, business closings and job losses.
The restaurant prices will have to be adjusted and all menus and marketing materials have
to be reprinted. Previously printed advedisements in publications will be misleading for the
clients.. The proposed practice will increase the perception by tourists and locals that restaurants
and other products and services on Aruba have become more expensive.



. Certain authorized distributors are required to charge global catalog prices. Consequently,
they would have to absorb the cost of the taxes which negatively affects their viability.. All these additional costs related to this decision will ultimately result in higher prices and
cause an increase in inflation.

AGA, AHATA, ATSA, KvK, SNBA, lnsurance Association of Aruba and the Aruba Jewelers
Association, strongly and firmly oppose the removal of BBO/BAZV/BAVP taxes from the receipt and
have it included in the price.

We unanimously request the government to allow the BBO/BAZV/BAVP be kept as a separate line
on sales invoices. This allows us to reliably and efficiently pre-calculate the funds owed to the
government. This practice also ensures transparency.

We would appreciate serious consideration of the arguments made above and that the proposed
changes not to be implemented. We are available for further discussion and appreciate inclusion in
strategic decisions that affect the well-being of commerce and our economy,

Copy: Minister of Finance and Economic Affairs

Kind regards,

õe Association of Aruba


